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Hypercomplex varieties 
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1 

We give a number of equivalent definitions of hypercomplex vari- 
eties and construct a twistor space for a hypercomplex variety. We 
prove that our definition of a hypercomplex variety (used, e. g., in 
alg-geom 9612013) is equivalent to a definition proposed by Deligne 
and Simpson, who used twistor spaces. This gives a way to define 
hypercomplex spaces (to allow nilpotents in the structure sheaf). 
We give a self-contained proof of desingularization theorem for hy- 
percomplex varieties: a normalization of a hypercomplex variety is 
smooth and hypercomplex. 
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1. Introduction. 

Hypercomplex varieties are a very natural class of objects. This notion 
allows one to speak uniformly of a number of disparate examples coming 
from hyperkahler geometry and the theory of moduli spaces (Remark 4.4, 
Subsection 10.2). 

A crucial property of hypercomplex varieties is that they can be desin- 
gularized in a functorial way, and this desingularization is a hypercomplex 
manifold. Moreover, this desingularization is achieved by taking normaliza- 
tion. This is a very useful result - see [A], [V4] for some of its uses. 

This is why it is important to dwell on the definition of hypercomplex 
varieties. We give a number of equivalent definitions, in order to produce 
conditions which are easy to check in every context. 

It is now possible to prove that something is not hypercomplex. In Propo- 
sition 10.3, we show that for a hypercomplex variety M, and a finite group 
G acting on M by automorphisms, the quotient M/G is not hypercomplex, 
unless G acts on M freely. More precisely, we show that, for MQ C M being 
the part of M where G acts freely, the natural hypercomplex structure on 
MQ/G cannot be extended to M/G. 
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1.1. An overview. 

The two definitions of a hypercomplex variety, proposed in [V-d] and 
[V-d2], on one hand, and in [V3], [VI] on the other hand, are not identical. 
We show that these two definitions are in fact equivalent. 

We give the weakest form of the definition of hypercomplex varieties 
(one used in [V3], [VI]), and give the proof of the desingularization theorem 
under these assumptions. This proof is essentially identical to the proof used 
in [V-d] and [V-d2], though our assumptions are weaker, and the arguments 
are more rigorous. Then we obtain the stronger version of the definition 
(used in [V-d] and [V-d2]) from the desingularization and a recent result of 
Kaledin [K]. 

An almost hypercomplex variety (Definition 4.1) is a real analytic variety 
M with a quaternionic action on its sheaf of real analytic differentials. For 
each L G H, L2 = — 1, L gives an almost complex structure on M. This 
almost complex structure is called induced by the quaternionic action. We 
say that M is hypercomplex (Definition 4.2) if there are induced almost 
complex structures I, J G H, such that I ^ ± J, and /, J are integrable 
(Definition 2.11). We show then that all induced complex structures are 
integrable. This was a definition of the hypercomplex variety which we used 
in [V-d] and [V-d2]. 

For almost hypercomplex manifolds (i. e., smooth almost hypercomplex 
varieties), D. Kaledin [K] proved that integrability of two /, J € H, / ^ 
± J implies integrability of all induced complex structures. We prove the 
desingularization theorem (Theorem 6.2) for hypercomplex varieties, and 
then apply Kaledin's result to obtain integrability of all induced complex 
structures (Theorem 6.3). 

The last part of this paper deals with several other versions of the defi- 
nition of hypercomplex variety, which are, as we show, equivalent. 

We define the twistor space of a hypercomplex variety (Definition 7.2), 
constructed as an almost complex variety. Using Kaledin's theorem and 
desingularization, we prove that the almost complex structure on the 
twistors is integrable, i. e., the twistor space is a complex variety. We 
give a description of the hypercomplex structure in terms of the twistor 
space, following [HKLR], [S] and [De]. 

The twistor space Tw is a complex variety equipped with a holomorphic 
map TT : Tw —> CP1 and an antilinear involution L : Tw —> Tw. The 
original hypercomplex variety is identified with a fiber 7r~1(/), / e CP1, 
and the data (Tw, TT, L) are essentially sufficient to recover the hypercomplex 
structure on M = /7r~1(/) (see (7.1) for details and a precise statement). 
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It is possible to define a hypercomplex variety in terms of (Tw, TT, L). 

This definition was proposed by Deligne and Simpson ([De], [S]). We show 
that their definition is equivalent to ours. Their definition has the significant 
advantage that it does not assume that M is reduced, and indeed might be 
used to define hypercomplex spaces, i. e., to allow nilpotents in the structure 
sheaf. 

1.2. Twistor spaces: an introduction. 

The twistor space of a hypercomplex variety is the following object. 
Let M be a hypercomplex variety. Then the quaternion algebra H acts in 

ri1M in such a way that for all L G H, L2 = —1, the corresponding operator 
is an almost complex structure. Identifying the set {L 6 H | L2 = — 1} 
with CP1, we obtain an almost complex structure 1 on CP1 x M acting 
on TL^CP

1
 x M = TLCP

1
 0 TmM as ICpi ® L, where L € CP1 acts on 

TmM as the corresponding quaternion, and I^pi is the complex structure 
operator on CP1. This almost complex structure is integrable (Claim 7.1; 
essentially, this is proven by D. Kaledin [K]). The corresponding variety is 
called the twistor space of M, denoted by Tw (Definition 7.2). 

Consider the holomorphic projection map TT : Tw —►CP1. Let ^o • 
CP1 —> CP1 be the antilinear involution with no fixed points given by the 
central symmetry of 52 C M3, and t: Tw —> Tw map (5, m) to (^0(5), m). 
Clearly, L is also an antilinear involution. 

The set of sections of the projection TT is called the space of twistor lines, 
denoted by Sec. This space is equipped with complex structure, by Douady 
([Do]). 

Consider a twistor line / -^ (/ x m) e CP1 x M = Tw, where me M. 
Then sm is called a horisontal twistor line. The variety of horisontal twistor 
lines is denoted by Hor. Clearly, the line im(sm) C Tw is fixed by the 
involution L. One can show that a space of horisontal twistor lines is a 
connected component of the space Sec^ of all twistor lines fixed by L. Clearly, 
the real analytic variety Hor is identified with M, and the induced complex 
structures on M come from the natural isomorphisms between Hor and 
fibers of TT. This shows how to recover the hypercomplex variety M from 
Tw, L and TT. 

According to Deligne and Simpson ([De], [S]), singular hyperkahler vari- 
eties should be defined in terms of the following data (see (7.1) for details). 

(i) Tw,7r,* 
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(ii) a component Hor of the variety of ^-invariant holomorphic sections of 
TT. 

satisfying the following conditions (see (7.2) for details). 

(a) Through every point x € Tw passes a unique line s G Hor 

(b) Let 5 e Hor. Consider the points x, y situated in a small neighbour- 
hood U of im s C Tw, 7r(x) ^ ^(y). Assume that x and y belong to the 
same irreducible component of U. Then there exist a unique twistor 
line sXy G Sec passing through rr, y. 

The advantage of the definition of Deligne-Simpson (see Definition 7.7) is 
that it is easy to adopt for the scheme situation: one may allow nilpotents 
in structure sheaf. For the definition of a hypercomplex space, see Defini- 
tion 10.1. 

We show that Deligne-Simpson's definition of a hypercomplex variety 
is equivalent to ours (Theorem 9.1). The condition (b) in the above listing 
is very difficult to check. We replace it by an equivalent condition, which 
should be thought of as its linearization (see Definition 7.6 for details). 

(V) For each s G Hor, the conormal sheaf 

ker m^Tw) ims —^(ims) J 

is isomorphic to ®(0(—1)). 

Theorem 8.1 shows that the above conditions (b) and (b7) are equivalent. 
The condition (b') is very easy to check, and hence is extremely useful. 

In Subsection 10.2, we use the condition (b) to give a new proof that a 
deformation space of a stable holomorphic bundle B over a hyperkahler 
manifold is a hyperkahler variety, provided that the Chern classes of B are 
5,[/(2)-invariant. 

1.3. Desingularization of hypercomplex varieties. 

Let M be a hypercomplex variety (4.2), / an integrable induced complex 
structure. Consider the complex variety (M,/), which is M with the com- 
plex structure defined by I. The Desingularization Theorem (Theorem 6.2) 

says that the normalization (M, I) of (M, I) is smooth and hypercomplex. 
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This desingularization is canonical and functorial: the hypercomplex man- 

ifold (Af, /) is independent from the choice of induced complex structure 

The proof of the Desingularization Theorem goes along the following 
lines. We define spaces with locally homogeneous singularities (5.2). A 
space with locally homogeneous singularities (SLHS) is an analytic space X 
such that for all x G X, the x-completion of a local ring OxX is isomorphic 
to an x-completion of the associated graded ring {OxX)gr. We show that 
hypercomplex varieties are always SLHS (Theorem 5.14). This is proven 
using an elementary argument from commutative algebra. 

We work with a complete local Noetherian ring A over C, with a residual 
field C. By definition, an automorphism e : A —► A is called homogenizing 
(5.5) if its differential acts as a dilatation on the Zariski tangent space of A^ 
with dilatation coefficient |A| < 1. As usual, by the Zariski tangent space we 
understand the space (tru/m^)*, where tru is a maximal ideal of A. For a 
ring A equipped with a homogenizing automorphism e : A —> A, we show 
that A has locally homogeneous singularities. 

We complete the proof that all hypercomplex varieties are SLHS by con- 
structing an explicit homogenizing automorphism in a local ring of germs of 
holomorphic functions on a complex variety underlying a given hypercom- 
plex variety (Proposition 5.10). 

The proof of Desingularization Theorem proceeds then with a study of 
a tangent cone of a hypercomplex variety. For every point of a hypercom- 
plex variety, the corresponding Zariski tangent space TXM is equipped with 
a quaternionic action. This makes TXM into a hyperkahler manifold, with 
appropriately chosen metric. We show that the tangent cone ZXM of M, 
considered as a subvariety of T^M, is trianalytic, i. e. analytic with re- 
spect to all induced complex structures (Proposition 4.6). It was proven 
in [V3] (see also Proposition 3.10), that trianalytic subvarieties are totally 
geodesic, i. e. all geodesies in such a subvariety remain geodesies in the 
ambient manifold. Since TXM is flat, its totally geodesic subvariety ZXM 
is a union of planes. Now from the local homogeneity of singularities of M 
it follows that M looks locally as its tangent cone, i. e. as a union of non- 
singular hypercomplex varieties. This finishes the proof of Desingularization 
Theorem. 

1.4. Contents. 

The paper is organized as follows. 
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The Introduction is independent from the rest of this paper. 

In Section 2, we recall some standard definitions and results from the 
theory of real analytic spaces. We define an almost complex real ana- 
lytic space and show that the complex structure on a complex variety 
can be recovered from the corresponding almost complex structure on 
the underlying real analytic variety. 

Section 3 contains some well-known results and definitions from the hy- 
perkahler geometry. We define trianalytic subvarieties of hyperkahler 
manifolds and show that trianalytic subvarieties naturally apppear in 
the complex geometry of hyperkahler manifolds. 

In Section 4, we define a hypercomplex variety. Examples of hyper- 
complex varieties include trianalytic subvarieties of hyperkahler man- 
ifolds (3.4) and moduli spaces of certain kinds of stable bundles over 
hyperkahler manifolds (Subsection 10.2). We study the tangent cone 
ZxM C TXM of a hypercomplex variety, and show that it is a union 
of linear subspaces of the Zariski tanhgent space TXM. 

• Section 5 deals with spaces having locally homogeneous singularities 
(SLHS). Roughly speaking, these are analytic spaces M for which ev- 
ery point x e M has a system of coordinates zi,..., zn such that the 
corresponding epimorphism of formal completions 

has a homogeneous kernel (5.2, Claim 5.3). 

We show that a space has LHS if it is endowed with a system of in- 
finitesimal automorphisms acting as dilatation on the tangent spaces 
(Proposition 5.6). We show that every hypercomplex variety is nat- 
urally equipped with such a system of automorphisms, thus proving 
that it is SLHS (Theorem 5.14). 

• In Section 6, we prove the desingularization theorem for hypercomplex 
varieties: a normalization of a hypercomplex variety is smooth and 
hypercomplex (Theorem 6.2). This result is used to show that all 
induced complex structures on a hypercomplex variety are integrable 
(Theorem 6.3). 

• In Section 7, we define a twistor space of a hypercomplex variety. 
We show how to reconstruct a hypercomplex variety from its twistor 
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space. We axiomatize this situation, giving two sets of conditions 
which are satisfied for twistor spaces of hypercomplex varieties: we 
define twistor spaces of hypercomplex type (7.6) and twistor spaces of 
Deligne-Simpson type (7.7). 

• 

• 

In Section 8, we prove that these sets of conditions are equivalent: a 
variety is a twistor space of hypercomplex type if and only if it is a 
twistor space of Deligne-Simpson type. 

In Section 9, we show how to construct a hypercomplex variety start- 
ing from an arbitrary twistor space of hypercomplex (or, equivalently, 
Deligne-Simpson) type. This proves that a functor associating to each 
hypercomplex variety a twistor space of hypercomplex type is an equiv- 
alence of categories. 

• In Section 10, we give some applications of the equivalence of categories 
constructed in Section 9. We define hypercomplex spaces (10.1), thus 
generalizing the definition of hypercomplex varieties to spaces with 
nilpotents. We show that a quotient of a hypercomplex variety by 
an action of a finite group G cannot be hypercomplex, unless G acts 
freely. Finally, we give another proof that the space of stable bundles 
over a compact hyperkahler manifold is hypercomplex, assuming its 
Chern classes are "suitable" (for the precise definition of suitability 
and the full statement, see Subsection 10.2; see also [VI]). 

2. Real analytic varieties and spaces. 

In this section, we follow [GMT]. 

2.1. Real analytic varieties and spaces: reduction, differentials. 

Let / be an ideal sheaf in the ring of real analytic functions in an open 
ball B in Mn. The set of common zeroes of / is equipped with a structure 
of ringed space, with 0(B)/I as the structure sheaf. We denote this ringed 
space by Spec(0(B)/I). 

Definition 2.1. By a weak real analytic space we understand a ringed 
space which is locally isomorphic to Spec(0(B)/I), for some ideal / C O(B). 
A real analytic space is a weak real analytic space for which the structure 
sheaf is coherent (i. e., locally of finite presentation). 
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For every real analytic variety X, there is a natural sheaf morphism of 
evaluation, O(X) -^-> C(X), where C(X) is the sheaf of complex valued 
continuous on X. 

Definition 2.2, A real analytic variety is a weak real analytic space for 
which the natural sheaf morphism O(X) —► C(X) is injective. 

Let (X, O(X)) be a real analytic space and N(X) C O^X) be the kernel 
of the natural sheaf morphism O(X) —► C(X). Clearly, the ringed space 
(X, 0(X)/N(X)) is a real analytic variety. This variety is called a reduction 
of X, denoted Xr. The structure sheaf of Xr is not necessarily coherent, 
for examples see [GMT], IIL2.15. 

For an ideal I C 0(B) we define the module of real analytic differentials 
on 0(B)/I by 

Sll(0(B)II) = tfiPiB)) / (/ • ^{OiB)) + dl 

where B is an open ball in Rn, and ^^{B)) ^ Rn ® 0{B) is the module 
of real analytic differentials on B. Patching this construction, we define the 
sheaf of real analytic differentials on any real analytic space. Likewise, one 
defines sheaves of analytic differentials for complex varieties and in other 
similar situations. 

2.2. Real analytic spaces underlying complex analytic varieties. 

Let X be a complex analytic variety. The real analytic space underlying 
X (denoted by X^) is the following object. By definition, X^ is a ringed 
space with the same topology as X, but with a different structure sheaf, 
denoted by Ox^- Let i : U ^-> Bn be a closed complex analytic embedding 
of an open subset U C X to an open ball Bn C Cn, and I be an ideal 
defining i(U). Then 

Ox* := 0BS/Re(I) 

is a quotient sheaf of the sheaf of real analytic functions on Bn by the ideal 
Re(I) generated by the real parts of the functions / G I. 

Note that, according to our definition of reduction, the real analytic 
space underlying X needs not be reduced, though it has no nilpotents in the 
structure sheaf. 
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Consider the sheaf Ox of holomorphic functions on X as a subsheaf 
of the sheaf C(X, C) of continuous C-valued functions on X. The sheaf 
C(X, C) has a natural automorphism / —■* /., where / is complex conjuga- 
tion. By definition, the section / of C(X, C) is called antiholomorphic if / 
is holomorphic. Let Ox be the sheaf of holomorphic functions, and Ox be 

the sheaf of antiholomorphic functions on X. Let Ox <S>c Ox -^ Ox® ® C 
be the natural multiplication map. 

Claim 2.3. Ze£ X be a complex variety, X^ the underlying real analytic 
space. Then the natural sheaf homomorphism i : Ox <S>c &X —* ^X^ ^C is 
injective. For each point x G X, i induces an isomorphism on x-completions 
ofOx®cOx andOxm®C. 

Proof. Clear from the definition. □ 

In the assumptions of Claim 2.3, let 

be the sheaves of real analytic differentials associated with the corresponding 
sheaves of rings. There is a natural sheaf map 

(2.i) n\oXlt) ®c = ti-ipx* ® C) —> U\Ox ®c Ox), 

correspoding to the monomorphism 

Ox ®£ Ox ^ Ox^ ® C. 

Claim 2.4. Tensoring both sides of (2.1) by Oxw ® C produces an isomor- 
phism 

Sl\Ox®cOx)    ®     (^®c) =fi1(Ox»®C). 
OxtocPx 

Proof. Clear. D 

According to the general results about differentials (see, for example, 
[H], Chapter II, Ex, 8.3), the sheaf ^{Ox ®c Ox) admits a canonical 
decomposition: 

n\Ox ®c Ox) = & {Ox) ®c Ox © Ox ®c & {Ox). 
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Let / be an endomorphism of 01(C)x ®c ®x) which acts as a multiplication 
by V—T on 

tfiOx) ®c Ox c ttHOx ®c Ox) 

and as a multiplication by — V—T on 

Let J be the corresponding Oxm ® C-linear endomorphism of 

^(OxJ ® C = n'iOx ®c Ox) ®ox^ox \OXK ® c 

A quick check shows that I is real, that is, comes from the C^-linear 
endomorphism of n1((9xIR). Denote this C^-hnear endomorphism by 

I2 — — 1. The endomorphism / is called the complex structure operator on 
the underlying real analytic space. In the case when X is smooth, / coincides 
with the usual complex structure operator on the cotangent bundle. 

Definition 2.5. Let M be a weak real analytic space, and 

I: fii(0M)—^(OM) 

be an endomorphism satisfying J2 = — 1. Then / is called an almost complex 
structure on M. 

2.3. Real analytic varieties and almost complex structures. 

Let B be an open ball in Cn, and X C B a closed complex subvariety 
defined by an ideal / c OB- Let X^ C BR be the underlying real analytic 
space, and X^ C B^ the underlying real analytic variety, with the respective 
ideal sheaves denoted by JR, ij. Consider the ideal /J ® C C (9^ ® C 

Lemma 2.6. In the above assumptions, the ideal JJ ® C zs generated by 
elements f • <7; where f^gE OB are holomorphic functions on B satisfying 
fgel 
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Proof. Clear. □ 

Let F be a sheaf of finitely generated (9^-modules over a real analytic 
variety Z. For all z e Z, let mz C Oz be the ideal of all functions vanishing 
in z.  The vector space F/mz • F is called the fiber of F in z, denoted by 

, We define the value for a section / of F as the corresponding element 

of the fiber / eF 

Lemma 2.7. Let F be a finite generated Oz-module over a real analytic 

variety Z, and f its section.   Assume that f = 0 for all z E Z.   Then 

Proof  Going to a closed subvariety if necessary,  we may assume that 

Sup(f) = Z. Let ZQ C Z be an open subset such that F 

it suffices to show that when / 

is free. Clearly, 

zo 
is zero.   Since JP 

ZQ 

Zo 

is free, / 

n-tuple of functions (/i, .../n), and / 
zo 

is an 

0 if and only if all fc take value 0 

at z. Applying the definition of real analytic variety, we obtain / = 0.      □ 

Proposition 2.8. Let X^ be a real analytic space underlying a complex va- 
riety X, X^ be its reduction, and Q}-(X), fi1(-X^) the corresponding sheaves 
of real analytic differentials.  Consider the natural map 

(2.2) ^{X^^OxOxr    ^    fi1^). 

Then ipr is an isomorphism. 

Proof We work in notation introduced earlier in this section. Consider the 
closed embedding X^ c-> XR. Let N c Ox^ be the ideal defining X£, 

JV = ker   0*, ^ C(X)   . 

Clearly from the definitions, 

n1^) = "H-XiO ® oXr UN ® oXr. 
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To show that (2.2) is an isomorphism, it suffices to prove that the subsheaf 
dN C 01(X]^), tensored by Oxr, gives zero. By Lemma 2.7, it suffices to 
show that every section of 

dN®Oxricn1(XR)®Oxri, 

has value zero in x, for all points x E X. 
The fiber of £llX^ in x G X is mx/m^ where mx C Oxm is the ideal 

generated by all functions vanishing in x. For all / 6 OxR such that f(x) = 

0, the value df     of df 6 f}1^ in x coincides with the class of / in mx/xn^. 

By Lemma 2.6, N (8) C is generated by fg, f,g G O^, /g € /.  There- 

fore, N C tn^ (g) C and by the above, the value diV     iz zero.  This proves 

Proposition 2.8. □ 

From Proposition 2.8, it follows that a a real analytic variety underlying 
a given complex variety is equipped with a natural almost complex structure. 
The corresponding operator is called the complex structure operator in the 
underlying real analytic variety. 

2.4. Integrability of almost complex structures. 

Definition 2.9. Let X, Y be complex analytic varieties, and 

/ • X^. —► 1R 

be a morphism of underlying real analytic varieties.  Let /*Oy   —> fi^ 
be the natural map of sheaves of differentials associated with /. Let 

be the complex structure operators, and 

riy: /*$%—►rn^ 

be (9xM-linear automorphism of /*fiyK defined as a pullback of /y. We say 
that / commutes with the complex structure if 

(2.3) PoriY = IxoP. 
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Theorem 2.10. Let X, Y be complex analytic varieties, and 

/R : -Xk —> YR 

be a morphism of underlying real analytic varieties which commutes with the 
complex structure. Then there exist a morphism f : X —► Y of complex 
analytic varieties, such that /^ is its underlying morphism. 

Proof By Corollary 9.4, [V3], the map /, defined on the sets of points of 
X and y, is meromorphic; to prove Theorem 2.10, we need to show it is 
holomorphic. Let T C X x Y be the graph of /. Since / is meromorphic, 
F is a complex subvariety of X x Y. It will suffice to show that the natural 
projections TTI : T —► X, 7r2 : F —► Y are isomorphisms. By [V3], Lemma 
9.12, the morphisms TT; are flat. Since /R induces isomorphism of Zariski 
tangent spaces, same is true of TTJ. Thus, TT^ are unramified. Therefore, the 
maps TTI are etale. Since they are one-to-one on points, TT; etale implies TT^ 

is an isomorphism. □ 

Definition 2.11. Let M be a real analytic variety, and 

/: Q\OM)—^^
1
(OM) 

be an endomorphism satisfying I2 = — 1. Then / is called an almost complex 
structure on M. If there exist a structure £ of complex variety on M such 
that / appears as the complex structure operator associated with £, we sa}^ 
that / is integrable. Theorem 2.10 implies that this complex structure is 
unique if it exists. 

3. Hyperkahler manifolds. 

3.1. Definitions. 

This subsection contains a compression of the basic definitions from hy- 
perkahler geometry, found, for instance, in [Bes] or in [Bea]. 

Definition 3.1. ([Bes]) A hyperkahler manifold is a Riemannian manifold 
M endowed with three complex structures /, J and if, such that the fol- 
lowing holds. 
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(i) the metric on M is Kahler with respect to these complex structures 
and 

(ii) I, J and K, considered as endomorphisms of a real tangent bundle, 
satisfy the relation I o J = — J o I = K. 

The notion of a hyperkahler manifold was introduced by E. Calabi ([C]). 

Clearly, a hyperkahler manifold has the natural action of the quaternion 
algebra H on its real tangent bundle TM. Therefore its complex dimension 
is even. For each quaternion L G H, L2 = — 1, the corresponding automor- 
phism of TM is an almost complex structure. It is easy to check that this 
almost complex structure is integrable ([Bes]). 

Definition 3.2. Let M be a hyperkahler manifold, L a quaternion satis- 
fying L2 — —1. The corresponding complex structure on M is called an 
induced complex structure. The M considered as a complex manifold is 
denoted by (M,L). 

Let M be a hyperkahler manifold. We identify the group SU(2) with 
the group of unitary quaternions. This gives a canonical action of SU{2) 
on the tangent bundle, and all its tensor powers. In particular, we obtain a 
natural action of 577(2) on the bundle of differential forms. 

Lemma 3.3.   The action of SU(2) on differential forms commutes with the 
Laplacian. 

Proof This is Proposition 1.1 of [VI]. □ 

Thus, for a compact M, we may speak of the natural action of SU{2) in 
cohomology. 

3.2. Trianalytic subvarieties in compact hyperkahler manifolds. 

In this subsection, we give a definition and a few basic properties of 
trianalytic subvarieties of hyperkahler manifolds. We follow [V2]. 

Let M be a compact hyperkahler manifold, dim^ M = 2m. 

Definition 3.4. Let N C M be a closed subset of M. Then N is called tri- 
analytic if iV is a complex analytic subset of (M, L) for any induced complex 
structure L. 
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Let / be an induced complex structure on M, and N C (M, J) be a 
closed analytic subvariety of (M, /), dimcN = n. Denote by [N] G i?2n(M) 
the homology class represented by N. Let (iV) € H2rn~2n(M) denote the 
Poincare dual cohomology class. Recall that the hyperkahler structure in- 
duces the action of the group SU(2) on the space H2rn~2n(M). 

Theorem 3.5. Assume that (N) e H2rn~2n(M) is invariant with respect to 
the action of SU{2) on H2m-2n(M).  Then N is trianalytic. 

Proof. This is Theorem 4.1 of [V2]. □ 

Remark 3.6. Trianalytic subvarieties have an action of quaternion algebra 
in the tangent bundle. In particular, the real dimension of such subvarieties 
is divisible by 4. 

Let M be a hyperkahler manifold, TZ the set of induced complex struc- 
tures. The following result implies that for generic I e IZ, all complex 
subvarieties of (M, /) are trianalytic in M. 

Definition 3.7. Let M be a compact hyperkahler manifold, TZ the set of 
induced complex structures. The complex structure / C TZ is called generic 
with respect to the hyperkahler structure if all rational (p, p)-classes 

" e © Hp>p({M, I)) H H2p(M, Z) c H*(M) 
p 

are S'C/(2)-invariant. 

Proposition 3.8. Let M be a compact hyperkahler manifold, TZ the set of 
induced complex structures. Then for all I £ TZ except a countable subset, I 
is generic. 

Proof. This is Proposition 2.2 from [V2]. □ 

3.3. Totally geodesic submanifolds. 

Proposition 3.9. Let X ^ M be an embedding of Riemannian manifolds 
(not necessarily compact) compatible with the Riemannian structure. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent. 
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(i) Every geodesic line in X is geodesic in M. 

(ii)  Consider the Levi-Civita connection V on TM, and restriction ofV 

toTM Consider the orthogonal decomposition 

(3.1) TM = TX®TX±. 

Then, this decomposition is preserved by the connection V. 

Proof. Well known; see, for instance, [Bes]. □ 

Proposition 3.10. Let X C M be a trianalytic submanifold of a hy- 
perkdhler manifold M, where M is not necessarily compact. Then X is 
totally geodesic. 

Proof. This is [V3], Corollary 5.4. □ 

4. Hypercomplex varieties. 

4.1. Definition and examples. 

Definition 4.1. Let M be a real analytic variety equipped with almost 
complex structures 7, J and K, such that I o J = — J o I = K. Then M is 
called an almost hypercomplex variety. 

An almost hypercomplex variety is equipped with an action of quaternion 
algebra on its sheaf of differentials. Each quaternion L € H, L2 = — 1 defines 
an almost complex structure on M. Such an almost complex structure is 
called induced by the hypercomplex structure. 

Definition 4.2. Let M be an almost hypercomplex variety. We say that 
M is hypercomplex if there exist a pair of induced complex structures ii, I2 £ 
H, /1 7^ ±72, such that Ii and I2 are integrable. 

Caution.     Not everything which looks hypercomplex satisfies the condi- 
tions of Definition 4.2.  Take a quotient M/G of a hypercomplex manifold 
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by an action of a finite group G, acting compatible with the hyperkahler 
structure. Then M/G is not hypercomplex, unless G acts freely (Proposi- 
tion 10.3). 

Claim 4.3. Let M be a hyperkahler manifold.  Then M is hypercomplex. 

Proof. Let /, J be induced complex structures. We need to identify (M, /)x 
and (M, J)R in a natural way. These varieties are canonically identified as 
C^-manifolds; we need only to show that this identification is real analytic. 
This is [V3], Proposition 6.5. □ 

Remark 4.4. Trianalytic subvarieties of hyperkahler manifolds are obvi- 
ously hypercomplex. Define trianalytic subvarieties of hypercomplex vari- 
eties as subvarieties which are complex analytic with respect to all integrable 
induced complex structures. Clearly, trianalytic subvarieties of hypercom- 
plex varieties are equipped with a natural hypercomplex structure. Another 
example of a hypercomplex variety is given in Subsection 10.2. For addi- 
tional examples, see [V3]. 

4.2. Tangent cone of a hypercomplex variety. 

Let M be a hypercomplex variety, / an integrable induced complex struc- 
ture, ZX(M, I) be the Zariski tangent cone to (M, /) in x 6 M and ZX(M, I) 
its reduction. Consider ZX{M,I) as a closed subvariety in the Zariski tan- 
gent space TXM. The space TXM has a natural quaternionic structure and 
admits a compatible metric. This makes TXM into a hyperkahler manifold, 
isomorphic to Hn. 

Theorem 4.5.   Under these assumptions, the following assertions hold: 

(i)   The subvariety ZX(M,I) C TXM is independent of the choice of inte- 
grable induced complex structure I. 

(ii) Moreover, ZX(M,I) is a trianalytic subvariety ofTxM. 

Proof. Clearly, Theorem 4.5 (ii) follows from Theorem 4.5 (i). Theorem 4.5 
(i) is directly implied by the following general result. 

Proposition 4.6. Let M be a complex variety, x G X a point, and ZXM C 
TXM be the reduction of the Zariski tangent cone to M in x, considered as 
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a closed subvariety of the Zariski tangent space TXM.  Let ZXM^ C Tx 

be the Zariski tangent cone for the underlying real analytic space M^.  Then 
{ZXM)R C (TXM)R - TXMR coincides with ZXMR. 

Proof. For each v e TXM, the point v belongs to ZXM if and only if there 
exist a real analytic path 7 : [0,1] —> M, 7(0) = x satisfying -^ = v. The 
same holds true for ZXMR. Thus, v G ZXM if and only if v E ZXMR.        D 

The following theorem shows that the Zariski tangent cone ZXM C TXM 
is a union of planes Li cTxM. 

Theorem 4.7. Let M be a hypercomplex variety, I an induced complex 
structure and x € M a point. Consider the reduction of the Zariski tangent 
cone (denoted by ZXM) as a subvariety of the quaternionic space TXM. 
Let ZX(M,I) = ULi be the irreducible decomposition of the complex variety 
ZX(MJ).  Then 

(i)   The decomposition ZX(M,I) = ULi is independent from the choice of 
induced complex structure I. 

(ii) For every i, the variety Li is a linear subspace ofTxM, invariant under 
the quaternion action. 

Proof. Let Li be an irreducible component of ZX(M,I), Z^S(M^I) be the 
non-singular part of ZX(MJ), and L™ := Z™(MJ) n Li. Then Li is 
a closure of Lfs in TXM. In particular, L™ is non-empty. Clearly from 
Theorem 4.5, L^S(M) is a hyperkahler submanifold in TXM. By Proposi- 
tion 3.10, L™ is totally geodesic. A totally geodesic submanifold of a flat 
manifold is again flat. Therefore, L™ is an open subset of a linear subspace 
Li C TXM. Since Lfs is a hyperkahler submanifold, Li is invariant with 
respect to quaternion action. The closure Li of Lfs is a complex analytic 
subvariety of TX(M,I). Therefore, Li = Li. This proves Theorem 4.7 (ii). 
From the above argument, it is clear that Z%S(M,I) = JJL^ (disconnected 
sum). Taking connected components of Z^SM for each induced complex 
structure, we obtain the same decomposition ZX(MJI) = ULi, with Li be- 
ing closured of connected components. This proves Theorem 4.7 (ii).        □ 
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5. Hypercomplex varieties 
have locally homogeneous singularities. 

This section follows [V-d2]. 

5.1. Spaces with locally homogeneous singularities. 

Definition 5.1. (local rings with LHS) Let A be a local ring. Denote 
by m its maximal ideal. Let Agr be the corresponding associated graded 
ring for the m-adic filtration. Let A, Agr be the m-adic completion of A, 

AgT. Let (-A)^r, {Ag^gr be the associated graded rings, which are naturally 
isomorphic to Agr. We say that A has locally homogeneous singularities 

(LHS) if there exists an isomorphism p : A —► Agr which induces the 
standard isomorphism i :  (A)gr —► (^gr)gr on associated graded rings. 

Definition 5.2. (SLHS) Let X be a complex or real analytic space. Then 
X is called a space with locally homogeneous singularities (SLHS) if for each 
x € X, the local ring OxX has locally homogeneous singularities. 

The following claim might shed a light on the origin of the term "locally 
homogeneous singularities". 

Claim 5.3. Let A be a complete local Noetherian ring over C, with a resid- 
ual field C.  Then the following statements are equivalent 

(i) A has locally homogeneous singularities 

(ii) There exist a surjective ring homomorphism p : C[[xi,..., xn]] —> A, 
where C[[rci, ...,xn]] is the ring of power series, and the ideal kev p is 
homogeneous in C[[xi, ...,xn]]. 

Proof Clear. □ 

Definition 5.4. Let M be a hypercomplex variety. Then M is called a 
space with locally homogeneous singularities (SLHS) if for all integrable 
induced complex structures / the (M, /) is SLHS. 

5.2. Complete rings with automorphisms. 
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Definition 5.5. Let A be a local Noetherian ring over C, with a residual 
field C, equipped with an automorphism e : A —> A. Let m be a maximal 
ideal of A, Assume that e acts on m/tn2 as a multiplication by A G C, 
|A| < 1. Then e is called a homogenizing automorphism of A. 

The aim of the present subsection is to prove the following statement. 

Proposition 5.6. Let A be a complete Noetherian ring overC, with a resid- 
ual field C, equipped with a homogenizing authomorphism e : A —► A. Then 
there exist a surjective ring homomorphism p : C[[xi, ...,xn]] —> A, such 
that the ideal keip is homogeneous in C[[a;i, ...,ajn]]. In particular, A has 
locally homogeneous singularities.2 

This statement is well known. A reader who knows its proof should skip 
the rest of this section. 

Proposition 5.7. Let A be a complete Noetherian ring overC; with a resid- 
ual field C, equipped with a homogenizing authomorphism e : A —> A. Then 
there exist a system of ring elements 

fi,..., fm £ tn,   m = dimcm/m2, 

which generate m/m2
; and such that e(fi) = Xfo. 

Proof. Let a 6 m/m2. Let a G m be a representative of a in m. To prove 
Proposition 5.7 it suffices to find c G m2, such that e(a —c) = Aa —Ac. Thus, 
we need to solve an equation 

(5.1) Ac-e(c) = e(a)-A(a). 

Let r := e(a) — Aa. Clearly, r G m2. A solution of (5.1) is provided by the 
following lemma. 

Lemma 5.8. In assumptions of Proposition 5.7, let r G m2. Then, the 
equation 

(5.2) e(c) - Ac = r 

has a unique solution c G m2. 

2See Claim 5.3 for LHS property in terms of coordinate systems. 
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Proof. We need to show that the operator P := (e — A)   2  is invertible. 

Consider the m-adic filtration m2 D m3 D ... on m2. Clearly, P preserves this 
filtration. Since m2 is complete with respect to the adic filtration, it suffices 
to show that P is invertible on the successive quotients. The quotient m2/mz 

is finite-dimensional, so to show that P is invertible it suffices to calculate 
the eigenvalues. Since e is an automorphism, restriction of e to m'L/ml~1 is 
a multiplication by A\ Thus, the eigenvalues of e on m2/m2 range from A2 

to A2-1.   Since |A| > |A|2, all eigenvalues of P   2    .  are non-zero and the 

restriction of P to m2/mz is invertible. This proves Lemma 5.8. □ 

The proof of Proposition 5.6.   Consider the map 

p : C[[a:i,...,xm]]—> A,   p(xi) = /;, 

where /i, ...,/m is the system of functions constructed in Proposition 5.7. 
By Nakayama's lemma, p is surjective. 

Let ex : C[[xi, ...,a:m]] —> C[[rr;i, ...,xm]] be the automorphism mapping 
Xi to \xi. Then, the diagram 

C[[xi,. ■;Xm]]    - 
P -+ A 

ex 

C[[xlt. ••j^raJJ 
P -+ A 

is by construction commutative. Therefore, the ideal / = ker p is preserved 
by ex. Clearly, every e^-preserved ideal / C C[[xi, ...,^m]] is homogeneous. 
Proposition 5.6 is proven. □ 

5.3. Automorphisms of local rings of hypercomplex varieties. 

Let M be a hypercomplex variety, x G M a point, / an integrable induced 
complex structure. Let Aj := Ox(M,I) be the adic completion of the local 
ring Ox(M,I) of x-germs of holomorphic functions on the complex variety 
(M,/). Clearly, the sheaf ring of the antiholomorphic functions on (M,/) 
coincides with Ox(My —I). Thus, the corresponding completion ring is A-j. 
The isomorphism of Claim 2.3 produces a natural epimorphism 

(5.3) AI'®^A-I —> AR, 
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where 

is the x-completion of the ring of germs of real analytic complex-valued 
functions on M. Consider the natural quotient map 

p : A-j —> C. 

Consider the natural epimorphism of complete rings 

(5.4) Ai ®£ A-1 —^ Aj,   a <g> b »-> a ® p(b), 

where a e A/, & G A_j, and 

a® be' A/^cA-j. 

Lemma 5.9.  T/ie kernel of (5-A) contains the kernel of (5.Z). 

Proof. Consider an epimorphism ip : Bx —> Aj where 

Bx = C[[zu...rzn]}. 

Let 3 C Bx be the kernel of (p.   By Lemma 2.6, the ring A^ is naturally 
isomorphic to 

(BX)R = C[[Z1, ...,2:n,^i, .■..■j?n]]:/3flRj 

where J^ is an ideal generated by all the products 

/(2i,...,£n) ig{zzi,^izn)i 

such that /# E 3. Likewise; Aj ®£ A-j is a quotient of 

(BX)R — C[[2?i,...,2:n,^i, ...,-5n}] 

by the ideal 
3 • C[[Ji, ...,5n]] + C[[zi,..., ^n] • 5. 

Slightly abusing the notation, we denote the corresponding quotient map by 

9? : C[[z1,...,zmz1,...,zn]] —> Aj^c A-j. 

Let a E Aj ®c A_/ be an element which is mapped to zero by the map 
(5.3). Then a is a linear combination of ^(/igj, for fi^gi E C[[^i, ...,^n]], 
fg E 3. Therefore, it suffices to show that a lies in the kernel of (5.4) for 
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a — vifd)' Either g is invertible and / G 3, or #(0, ...,0) = 0. In the first 
case, fgE^® C[[^i,..., Jn]], so ^p{fg) — 0. In the second case, £>(#) = 0, so 
l<8>p(a) = 0 and a lies in the kernel of the map (5.4). This proves Lemma 5.9. 
□ 

Consider the diagram 

A{®^A-i  > Aj 

\ 

formed from the arrows of (5.4) and (5.3). By Lemma 5.9, there exists 
an epimorphism e/ : A^ —> Aj, making this diagram commutative. Let 
ij : Aj <-* AR be the natural embedding 

a *-► a ® 1 G Aj ®£ A-j. 

For an integrable induced complex structure J, we define Aj, A-j, ij, ej 
likewise. 

Let ^r/jj : Aj —> Aj be the composition 

Aj  -±> AR  -^ Aj -^ AR  -^ Aj. 

Clearly, for / = J, the ring morphism \I/J}J is identity, and for 7 = — J, ^/? j 
is an augmentation map. 

Proposition 5.10. Let M be a hypercomplex variety, x G M a point, and 
I, J induced complex structures, such that I ^ J and I ^ — J. Consider 
the map ^J^J : Aj —> Aj defined as above. Then ^r/jj is a homogenizing 
automorphism of Aj? 

Proof. Let d^ be the differential of ^j, that is, the restriction of ^j to 
(m/m2)*, where m is the maximal ideal of Aj. By Nakayama's lemma, to 
prove that ^ j is an automorphism it suffices to show that d1® is invertible. 
To prove that ^j is homogenizing, we have to show that dfy is a multi- 
plication by a complex number A, |A| < 1. As usually, we denote the real 
analytic variety underlying M by MR. Let T/, Tj, TR be the Zariski tan- 
gent spaces to (M,7), (M, J) and MR, respectively, in x G M. Consider the 

3For the definition of a homogenizing automorphism, see Definition 5.5. 
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complexification Tfe := TR ® C, which is a Zariski tangent space to the local 
ring AR. TO compute of^ : Tj —> T/, we need to compute the differentials 
of e/, ej, i/, ij, i. e., the restrictions of the homomorphisms ej, ej, z/, ij 
to the Zariski tangent spaces Tj, Tj, TR. Denote these differentials by de/, 
dej, di/, dij. 

Lemma 5.11. Let M be a hypercomplex variety, MR the associated real 
analytic variety, x G M a point. Consider the space TR := TX(M^) (8) 
C. For an induced complex structure I, consider the Hodge decomposition 
TR = Tj' ©TJ' . In our previous notation, Tj' is Tj. Then, dij is the 
natural embedding ofTj = Tj' to TR; and dej is the natural projection of 
TM = T/'0 © Tj'1 to T/'0 = T/. 

Proof. Clear. □ 

We are able now to describe the map d^ : Tj —> Tj in terms of the 
quaternion action. Recall that the space Tj is equipped with a natural M- 
linear quaternionic action. For each quaternionic linear space V_ and each 
quaternion /, I2 = — 1, / defines a complex structure in V_. Such a complex 
structure is called induced by the quaternionic structure. 

Lemma 5.12. Let V be a space with quaternion action, and V := V_ ® C 
its complexification. For each induced complex structure I G H; consider 
the Hodge decomposition V := Vj' (BVj* . For induced complex structures 
/, J G H, te£ ^JOO &e t/ie composition of the natural embeddings and 
projections 

V}'0 —> V —► ^j'0 —* F —. F/'0. 

Using the natural identification Y_ = Vj' , we consider ^/^(V) a5 an R- 
linear automorphism of the space V_. Then, applying the operator <I>/5 j(V) 
to the quaternionic space Tj, we obtain the operator d^b defined above. 

Proof. Follows from Lemma 5.11 □ 

As we have seen, to prove Proposition 5.10 it suffices to show that d\I> is 
a multiplication by a non-zero complex number A, |A| < 1. Thus, the proof 
of Proposition 5.10 is finished with the following lemma. 
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Lemma 5.13. In the assumptions of Lemma 5.12, consider the map 

HJ(V) ■ vi'0 —> vi'0- 

Then ^/^(V) is a multiplication by a complex number A. Moreover, X is a 
non-zero number unless I = — J, and |A| < 1 unless I = J. 

Proof. Let V = ®Vi be a decomposition of V into a direct sum of H-linear 
spaces. Then, the operator $/5j(T^) can also be decomposed: 

Thus, to prove Lemma 5.13 it suffices to assume that dimn F = 1. Therefore, 
we may identify V with the space H, equipped with the right action of 
quaternion algebra on itself. 

Consider the left action of H on V = HL This action commutes with the 
right action of H on V. Consider the corresponding action 

p : SU(2) —> End(V:) 

of the group of unitary quaternions Hwn = SU(2) C H on V. Since p com- 
mutes with the quaternion action, p preserves Vj' C V, for every induced 
complex structure /. In the same way, for each g G 377(2), the endomor- 
phism />(#) e End(V^1'0) commutes with $I}J(V). 

Consider the 2-dimensional C-vector space V}' as a representation of 
SU(2). Clearly, V}' is an irreducible representation. Thus, by Schur's 
lemma, the automorphism $/,j(V) G End(Vj' )) is a multiplication by a 
complex constant A. The bounds 0 < |A| < 1 are implied by the following 
elementary argument. The composition ijoej applied to a vector v G Vj' is 
a projection of v to V}' along Vj' . Consider the natural Euclidean metric 
on V = EL Clearly, the decomposition V = Vy © V}' is orthogonal. Thus, 
the composition i/ o ej is an orthogonal projection of v G Vj-' to V}' . 
Similarly, the composition zj o ej is an orthogonal projection of v G V}' 
to Vj-' . Thus, the map $7,7(V) is an orthogonal projection from Vj' to 
Vj' and back to Vj' . Such a composition always decreases a length of 
vectors, unless Vj1 coincides with Vy , in which case I = J. Also, unless 
Vj ' = Vy , $7jj(Vr) is non-zero; in the later case, / == — J. Proposition 5.10 
is proven. □ 

From Proposition 5.10 and Proposition 5.6, we obtain the following the- 
orem. 
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Theorem 5.14. (the main result of this section) Let M be a hypercomplex 
variety. Then M is a space with locally homogeneous singularities (SLHS). 
□ 

6. Desingularization of hypercomplex varieties. 

6.1. The proof of desingularization theorem. 

Proposition 6.1. Let M be a hypercomplex variety, and I an integrable 
induced complex structure. Then the normalization of (M, /) is smooth. 

Proof. The normalization of ZXM is smooth by Theorem 4.7. The normal- 
ization is compatible with the adic completions ([M], Chapter 9, Proposition 
24.E). Therefore, the integral closure of the completion of OZXM is a reg- 
ular ring. From Theorem 5.14 it follows that the integral closure of OxM 
is also a regular ring, where OxM is an adic completion of the local ring 
of holomorphic functions on (M, /) in a neighbourhood of x. Applying [M], 
Chapter 9, Proposition 24.E again, we obtain that the integral closure of 
OxM is regular. This proves Proposition 6.1 □ 

Theorem 6.2. (Desingularization theorem) Let M be a hypercomplex vari- 
ety I an integrable induced complex structure. Let 

(MJ) -^ (M,I) 

be the normalization of (M, I). Then (M, J) is smooth and has a natural hy- 

percomplex structure H, such that the associated map n :  (M, /) —> (M, /) 

agrees with H. Moreover, the hypercomplex manifold M := (M, J) is inde- 
pendent of the choice of induced complex structure I. 

Proof. The variety (M,J) is smooth by Proposition 6.1. Let x G M, 
and U C M be a neighbourhood of x. Let 9ix(U) be the set of ir- 
reducible components of U which contain x. There is a natural map 
r : 9tx(U) —> Irr(SpecOxM)J where Irr(SpecOxM) is a set of irreducible 
components of SpecOxM, where OxM is a completion of OxM in x. Since 
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OxM is Henselian ([R], VII.4), there exist a neighbourhood Uofx such that 
r : y{x(U) —> Irr(SpecOxM) is a bijection. Fix such an U. Since M is a 
space with locally homogeneous singularities, the irreducible decomposition 
of U coincides with the irreducible decomposition of the tangent cone ZXM. 

Let ]J Ui -^ U be the morphism mapping a disjoint union of irreducible 
components of U to U. By Theorem 4.7, the x-completion of C?^ is regular. 
Shrinking Ui if necessary, we may assume that Ui is smooth. Then, the 
morphism u coincides with the normalization of U. 

For each variety X, we denote by Xns C X the set of non-singular points 
ofX. Clearly, u(Ui)nUns is a connected component of Uns. Therefore, u(Ui) 
is trianalytic in U. By Remark 4.4, Ui has a natural hypercomplex structure, 
which agrees with the map u. This gives a hypercomplex structure on the 
normalization U := ]J U^ Gluing these hypercomplex structures, we obtain 

a hypercomplex structure H on the smooth manifold(M,/).  Consider the 

normalization map n :    (M, J) —► M, and let Mn := n-^M715).   Then, 

n       : Mn —► Mns is an etale finite covering which is compatible with the 

hypercomplex structure. Thus, H n can be obtained as a pullback from 

M. Clearly, a hypercomplex structure on a manifold is uniquely defined by 
its restriction to an open dense subset. We obtain that H is independent 
from the choice of /. □ 

6.2. Integrability of induced complex structures. 

Theorem 6.3. Let M be a hypercomplex variety, I an induced complex 
structure.  Then I is integrable. 

Proof. Kaledin has proven Theorem 6.3 for smooth M ([K]). Let M be 
a desingularization of M, which is hypercomplex. Then / induces an in- 
tegrable almost complex structure on M. From the local structure of the 
singularities of M, it is clear that M js obtained from M by gluing in pairs 
certain trianalytic subvarieties Xi C M. Since / induces an integrable com- 
plex structure on M, the Xi are complex subvarieties of (M,/), and the 
identification procedures are complex analytic with respect to /. Perform- 
ing these identification morphisms on (M,/), we obtain a complex variety 
M' such that (M, /) is the underlying almost complex variety. This proves 
Theorem 6.3. □ 
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7. Twistor spaces of hypercomplex varieties. 

Let M be a hypercomplex variety, M^ the underlying real analytic va- 
riety. Consider the variety Tw^ := M^ x S2, where S2 is the 2-dimensional 
sphere identified with the real variety underlying CP1. We endow Tw^ with 
an almost complex structure as follows. We have a decomposition 

fi1 TwR = TT^S
2
 0 (T^MM, 

where TT : Tw^ —> S2, a : TWR —> M are the natural projection maps. 

Let C be the natural map fi1MR ® H —> ^M^ arising from the quater- 
nionic structure. As usual we identify the points of S2 with induced complex 
structures on M, which are quaternions L G H, L2 = — 1. This gives a nat- 
ural real analytic map i : S2 —> EL A composition of C and i gives an 
endomorphism 1Q : o^f^M^ —> cr*^1^^. In terms of the fibers, the endo- 
morphism ZQ can be described as follows. For (s, m) G S2 x M^ = Tw^, 2o 

acts on (j*ri1MR ,    x = ^1
MR     by Js, where Is = i(s) G H is the induced 

(s,Tn) m x   / 

complex structure corresponding to s G S2. Since S2 is identified with CP1, 
this space has a natural complex structure I^pi : fJ1S'2 —> ^S2. Let I be 
an almost complex structure J : Ct1 Tw^ —> ti1 Tw^ acting as 7r*/(Cpi on 
Tr*^1^2 and as IQ on cr*^1]^. 

Claim 7.1. The constructed above almost complex structure on Tw^ is in- 
tegrable. 

Proof. For M non-singular, this is proven by D. Kaledin [K]. For M sin- 
gular, the proof essentially repeats the proof of Theorem 6.3: we apply the 
desingularization theorem (Theorem 6.2), and then Kaledin's result. □ 

Definition 7.2. Let M be a hypercomplex variety. Consider the complex 
variety (Tw,X) obtained in Claim 7.1. Then Tw is called a twistor space of 
M. 

It is possible to characterize the hypercomplex varieties in terms of the 
twistor spaces. This characterization is the main purpose of the present 
paper. 

Consider the unique antilinear involution ^o '• CP1 —► CP1 with no 
fixed points. This involution is obtained by central symmetry with center 
in 0 if we identify CP1 with a unit sphere in K3. Let L : Tw —> Tw be an 
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involution of the twistor space mapping (5, m) G S2 x M = Tw to (^o(s), m). 
Clearly, L is antilinear. 

Definition 7.3. Let s : CP1 —> Tw be a section of the natural holomor- 

phic projection TT : Tw —> CP1, s o TT = Id 1. Then s is called a twistor 

line. The space Sec of twistor lines is finite-dimensional and equipped with 
a natural complex structure, as follows from deformation theory ([Do]). 

Remark 7.4. Sometimes in this paper it is assumed implicitly that Sec 
is a reduced complex analytic space. Since Sec is defined as the Douady 
space of certain curves of the twistor family this is not immediately obvious. 
There are two ways around that - one can define Sec as the Barlett space 
(so it is automatically reduced) or just show directly by deformation theory 
that the Douady space of sections of a twistor family is always reduced and 
is in fact isomorphic to the Barlett space. 

Let Sec* be the space of all lines s 6 Sec which are fixed by t. The space 
Sec* is equipped with a structure of a real analytic space. We have a natural 
map r : M^ —> Sec* associating to m G M the line s : CP1 —> Tw, 
s(x) = (x,m) G S'2 x M = Tw. Such twistor lines are called horizontal 
twistor lines. Denote the set of horizontal twistor lines by Hor C Sec. 

Lemma 7.5. Let M be a hypercomplex variety, Tw its twistor space and 
r : M^ —> Sec* the real analytic map constructed above. Then r is a 
closed embedding identifying M with one of connected components o/Sec*. 

Proof. By the Desingularization Theorem (Theorem 6.2), we may assume 
that M is smooth. For smooth M, Lemma 7.5 is a well-known statement 
which can be easily deduced from the deformation theory. For details, the 
reader is referred to [HKLR]. □ 

The following data suffice to recover the hypercomplex variety M: 

(7.1) 
• A complex analytic variety Tw, equipped with a mor- 

phismTr: Tw —►CP1. 

• An antilinear involution L :  Tw —> Tw such that t o 
TT = TT O LQ 

• A choice of connected component Hor of Sec* C Sec. 
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The hypercomplex variety M is reconstructed as follows. The real analytic 
structure on M = Hor comes from Sec''. For / G CP1, consider the map 
pi : Hor —> TT-^J) C Tw, s e Hor —> s(I) E Tw. This identifies Hor 
with 7r_1(/) C Tw. We obtained a complex structure I on M, for each 
/ E CP1. Identifying CP1 with a subset of quaternions, we recover the 
original quaternion action on JVM. The data (7.1) satisfies the following 
properties (condition (ii) is implicit in the quaternionic action). 

(7.2) 
(i) For each point x E Tw, there is a unique line s E Hor C 

Sec\ passing through x. 

For every s E Sec; we identify the image of 
s, ims C Tw; withCP1. 

(ii) For every line s E Hor C Sec'', the conormal sheaf 

AT^ker^Tw ims   -^ ft^ims)) 

of ims is isomorphic to O(-l) 0 O(-l) 0 ... © 0(-l). 

Definition 7.6. The data (7.1) satisfying the conditions (i), (ii) of (7.2) are 
called a twistor space of hypercomplex type. We have shown how to associate 
a twistor space of hypercomplex type to every hypercomplex variety. 

Denote the corresponding functor by F. 

Condition (ii) of (7.2) can be replaced by the following condition. 

(7.2) 
(ii7) For every line s E Hor c Sec6, there exists an open 

neighbourhood U C Tw of ims, such that for every 
x,y E ?7, 7r(x) ^ 7r(y), there exists a unique twistor 
line sXjy passing through x and y, provided that x and 
y belong to the same irreducible component of U. 

Condition (ii) of (7.2) should be thought of as a linearization of (7.2) (ii7). 
In the subsequent section, we shall see that these conditions are equivalent. 

Definition 7.7. The data (7.1) satisfying the conditions (i), (ii7) of (7.2) 
are called a twistor space of Deligne-Simpson type. These conditions were 
proposed by Deligne and Simpson ([S], [De]) in order to define singular 
hyperkahler manifolds. 
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8. Twistor spaces of Deligne-Simpson type. 

The main result of this section is the following theorem. 

Theorem 8.1. Let (Tw, TT, L, Hor) be the data of (7.1) satisfying condition 
(i) of (1.2). Then the conditions (ii) and (ii) are equivalent. In other 
words, (Tw, TT, £, Hor) is a twistor space of hypercomplex type if and only if 
(Tw, TT, £, Hor) is a twistor space of Deligne-Simpson type. 

The proof of Theorem 8.1 takes the rest of this section. 

Under assumptions of (7.1), (7.2) (i) consider the map a : Tw —► HOT 

associating to a point x G Tw the unique horizontal line passing through 
this point. This map is continuous, and induces a homeomorphism a x TT : 
Tw —► HorxCP1. 

Lemma 8.2. Let (Tw, TT, £,Hor) be the data of (7.1) satisfying condition (i) 
of (7.2), and U C Hor an arbitrary open subset. Then a~l{U) is preserved 
by t. 

Proof. Let s G U C Hor. Then L preserves a line ims C Tw, and thus, 
^(ims) C cr~l{s) C (J~1{U). This proves Lemma 8.2. □ 

We prove the implication 

"(Tw, TT, £, Hor) of hypercomplex type" 

"(Tw, TT, L, Hor) of Deligne-Simpson type". 

The statement of Theorem 8.1 is local in Hor, as follows from Lemma 8.2. 
Consider the evaluation maps 

vi: Hor—Tr-^/),   *—►*(/), 

defined for all / G CP1. The map a gives a homeomorphism 7r~1(7) -^-> 
Hor. A homeomorphism preserves the dimension of the variety. Thus, for 
a smooth point x G Tw, the point G{X) G Hor is equidimensional 4 in Hor. 
Using the homeomorphism a x TT :   Tw —► Hor xCP1, we find that for a 

4Equidimensional point of X is a point where all irreducible components of X 
have the same dimension. 
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smooth point x 6 Tw and y G Tw satisfying <j(y) = a (a;), the point y is 
equidimensional in Tw. 

The real dimensions of the varieties Hor and 7r-1(I) are equal. On 
the other hand, for every m G Hor, the dimension of the tangent space 

Tpiim^'H1) is equal to the dimension of N^ ^(m). Since N^ ^(m) is a 

bundle, the dimension of Tp/(m)7r~1(/) is the same for all / G CP1. The 
local ring is regular if and only if the dimension of its tangent space is equal 
to the dimension of the ring. The dimensions of the varieties 7r~1(J) and 
7r~1(7), and the dimensions of the corresponding tangent spaces are equal. 
Thus, for a smooth point m G TT"

1
^), and every J G CP1, the points 

pj(cr(m)) G 7r~1(J) are smooth in 7r"1(J). 
We obtained the following result. 

Claim 8.3. Let (Tw, TT, L, Hor) be a twistor space of hypercomplex type, and 
m G Tw a smooth point Let a denote the natural continuous map a : 
Tw —> Hor. Then, for every point m! G Tw such that a(m) = (j(m')j m' 
is smooth. □ 

Lemma 8.4. Let (Tw, TT, 6, Hor) be a twistor space of hypercomplex type, 
and m G Tw a smooth point.  Then 

(i) <j(m) is a smooth point o/Hor. 

(ii) Moreover, for a smooth neighbourhood U of m G Tw, (a~1(a(U)) C 
Tw, TT, /,, cr(U)) is a twistor space of Deligne-Simpson type. 

Proof. Let 5 = imra C Tw be the horisontal twistor line corresponding 
to m. From the deformation theory we know that the deformations of a 
smooth curve s are classified by the sections of the normal bundle r(iV"s), 
with obstructions corresponding to ^(Ns). The cohomology space ^(Ns) 
vanishes, because Ns = 00(1) is ample. Thus, r(Ns) has a dimension 
2(dimTw—1). For a small deformations sf of 5, Ns' = 00(1), since 
00(1) is semistable. Thus, Ts/ Sec is constant in a neighborhood of 5, 
where Sec is the space of sections of TT : Tw —► CP1. This implies that s 
is a smooth point of Sec, and hence, s is a smooth point of Hor. Lemma 8.4 
(i) is proven. 

To prove (ii), let /, J be distinct points in CP1 and consider the map pjj : 
Sec —> 7r~1(-f) x 7T~1(J)') 7 —> (TW? 7(^))- We have to prove that pu has 
invertible differential in s. The tangent space Ts Sec is, as we have seen, 
T(Ns). The differential of the map pj : Sec —► 7r_1(/), 7 —> j(I) coincides 
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with the restriction map 77 : r(Ns) —> Ns . Since Ns is 0(9(1), the 

differential dpjj = rjxrj is an isomorphism (a section of 0 0(1) is uniquely 
determined by its value in two distinct points). This proves Lemma 8.4 (ii). 
□ 

We return to the proof of an implication "(Tw, TT, £, Hor) of hypercomplex 
type" => "(Tw,7r,*,Hor) of Deligne-Simpson type". Let Twns be the set of 
non-singular points of Tw, /, J be two distinct points of CP1. Let W C Sec 
be an open neighbourhood of a horisontal line s € Sec, such that its closure 
W is compact and VJJ the set of all triples (rr, y, sXy) G TT

-1
 (/) x TT

-1
 (J) X Sec 

such that sXy G W, and sXy is a twistor line passing through x and y. 
Let VJJ C VJJ be the set of the triples (x, y, 5^^) G VJJ, for which the 
corresponding twistor line sXy belongs to the non-singular part of Tw. 

Lemma 8.5. In the above assumptions, consider the forgetful map p : 
VJJ —> Tr^CO x 7r~1(J).  Then p (VJJ) is a closure of p(Vjj). 

Proof The space VJJ is compact, and hence its image is compact and thus 
closed. It remains to show that Vjj is dense in VJJ. By Claim 8.3, for each 
smooth point m G Tw, a neighbourhoor of cr(ra) G Sec belings to VJJ. Since 
the set of smooth points of Tw is dense in Tw, for VJJ sufficiently small, 
VJJ is dense in VJJ. □ 

Let U be an open subset of Tw, and XJJ c /^~1(I) x /7r_1(J) be the set 
of all (#, y) G ^~1(I) x 7r_1(J) belonging to the same irreducible component 
of U C Tw. Consider the forgetful map p : VJJ—>7r_1(7) x 7r~1(J). 
Clearly, the image of p intersected with U x U lies in Xu, so we may assume 
that p maps VJJ to Xu- Computing the differential of p as in the proof of 
Lemma 8.4, we find that dp is locally injective for sXy in a neighbourhood of 
Hor. To prove the condition of Deligne and Simpson, it remains to show that 
p is locally a surjection onto Xu, for sufficiently small U. By Lemma 8.4, 

the image of p 
"/J 

is dense in Xu n Twns x Twns, for U sufficiently small. 

On the other hand, the closure of imp _     by Lemma 8.5, so p is imp 
vi J * 1 J 

is locally a surjection. We proved that the Deligne-Simpson condition holds 
for all twistor spaces of hypercomplex type. 

Assume now that (Tw, TT, J,, Hor) is a twistor space of Deligne-Simpson 
type.  Let s G Hor.  Consider the evaluation map pjj :   Sec —>7r-1(/) x 
7r~1(J), / 7^ J G CP1.   By Deligne-Simpson's condition, pjj induces an 
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isomorphism 

(8.1) dpu : Ts Sec —> T^Tr"1^) x T^ir'^I) 

of the tangent spaces. Thus, dimension of Ts(j)7r-1(I) is independent from 
the choice of I. We obtain that the conormal sheaf N*s is a bundle, and it 
makes sense to speak of the normal bundle Ns. 

Through each point in a neighbourhood of s passes a deformation of s. 
Thus, TsSec = r(iVs); there is no first order obstructions to the deforma- 
tion. Since Ts Sec = iVs, the map (8.1) can be interpreted as 

dpu : T(Ns) —► Ns x Ns 
i 

Since (8.1) is an isomorphism, Ns is a bundle which is isomorphic to 0 0(1). 
Theorem 8.1 is proven. □ 

9. Hypercomplex varieties and twist or spaces 
of hypercomplex type. 

The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 

Theorem 9.1. Consider the functor T of Definition 7.6; associating to a 
hypercomplex variety the corresponding twistor space of hypercomplex type. 
Then T is an equivalence of categories. 

Proof. We have shown how to recover the hypercomplex structure from the 
twistor space. This proves that J7 is full and faithful. It remains to show that 
each twistor space of hypercomplex type is obtained from a hypercomplex 
variety. Thus, Theorem 9.1 is implied by the following statement. 

Theorem 9.17. Let 

(Tw,7r,6,Hor) 

be a twistor space of hypercomplex type. Then Hor admits a hypercomplex 
structure H, such that (Tw, TT, 6, Hor) is a twistor space of (Hor, H). 

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 9.17. 
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Lemma 9.2. Let Hor = [JHi be an irreducible decomposition of the va- 
riety Hor. Let Tw^ := a"1 (Hi), where a : Tw —> Hor is the standard 
continuous map.  Then Tw; is preserved by L, and 

[TWi.TT ,L ,Hi) 

is a twistor space of hypercomplex type. 

Proof. It is clear from the definition that Tw; is preserved by L and that for 
every m £ Tw; there is a unique horisontal line s e Hi passing through m. 
It remains to prove the condition (ii) of (7.2), or, equivalently, condition (ii)7 

of (7.2). But, since Tw satisfies the condition (ii)7 of (7.2), Tw; satisfies this 
condition automatically. □ 

Claim 9.3. Let f : X —► Y be a homeomorphism of complex analytic va- 
rieties. Then f maps irreducible components of X to irreducible components 
ofY. 

Proof. Clear. □ 

Lemma 9.4. Let (Tw, TT, /,, Hor) be a twistor space of hypercomplex type, 
and I e CP1. Consider the map pj : Hor —> 7r~1(/); s —> s(I). Let p : 
Hor xCP1 —> Tw map (5,/) to s(I). Then p and pj induce isomorphisms 
of corresponding real analytic varieties. 

Proof. Using Claim 9.3, Lemma 9.2 and Lemma 8.2, we may assume that 
the fiber '7r~1(/) is locally irreducible and thus, equidimensional. The real 
dimensions of the varieties Hor, 7r_1(/) are clearly equal. Thus, to show that 
p, pj induce isomorphisms, it suffices to show that corresponging maps of 
local rings are surjective. By Nakayama, for this we need to show that p, pj 
induce surjection on the Zariski tangent spaces. The differential of the eval- 
uation map evj : Sec —> '7r~1(/), s —> s(I) is the standard restriction map 

77 : 7 —► 7 i, where 7 G Ts Sec = r(iVs), and 7 / G Ns j = T^TT-
1

 (I). 

Thus, dpi is a composition of 77 and the embedding Ts Hor ^ Ts Sec. The 
image of Ts Hor ^ Ts Sec coincides with the set of fixed points of the invo- 
lution dt : Ts Sec —> Ts Sec. Thus, dpi is an isomorphism by the following 
trivial result of linear algebra. 
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Lemma 9.5. Let V be a vector space of complex dimension 2n, W a vector 
space of complex dimension n, and tp : V —> W an epimorphism. Let V C 

V be a totally real subspace of real dimension 2n. Then cp / : V7 —► W is 

an isomorphism. □ 

A similar argument proves that p is also an isomorphism. Lemma 9.4 is 
proven. □ 

We obtained that the real analytic variety Hor is isomorphic to one 
underlying 7r~1(I), for all I E CP1. This gives a set of integrable almost 
complex structures on Hor, parametrized by CP1. The following linear 
algebraic argument shows that these complex structures satisfy quaternionic 
relations. This finishes the proof of Theorem 9.1. 

Let F be an n-dimensional holomorphic vector bundle on CP1, F = 

©0(1). Consider the restriction maps 77 : T(F) —> F , defined for each 

/ G CP1. Let W C r(F) be a totally real subspace of real dimension 2n. 

By Lemma 9.5, 77 induces an isomorphism between F and W. This gives 

a set of complex structures on W, parametrized by CP1. 

Claim 9.6.  These complex structures satisfy quaternionic relations. 

Proof. Clear. □ 

10. Some applications. 

10.1. Hypercomplex spaces. 

Using Theorem 9.1, it is possible to generalize the definition of hyper- 
complex varieties, allowing nilpotents, in such a way that a reduction of a 
hypercomplex space is a hypercomplex variety. 

Consider the antilinear involution ^o : CP1 —► CP1 defined in 7. 

Definition 10.1. (Hypercomplex spaces) Let Tw be a complex analytic 
space, TT : Tw —> CP1 a holomorphic map, and L : Tw —> Tw an antilin- 
ear automorphism, such that t o TT = TT O t0. Let Sec be the space of sections 
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of TT equipped with a structure of a complex analytic space, and Sec'' be the 
real analytic space of sections s of TT satisfying s o i0 = to s. Let Hor be a 
connected component of Sec^. Then (Tw, TT, 6, Hor) is called a hypercomplex 
space if 

(i) For each point x G Twr, there exist a unique line s E Horr passing 
through x, where Twr, Horr is a reduction of Tw, Hor. 

(ii) Let s £ Hor, and U C Tw be a neighbourhood of s such that an 
irreducible decomposition of U coincides with the irreducible decom- 
position of Tw in a neighbourhood of 5 c Twr. Let 

X^TT-^I) xn-l(J)nUxU, 

where /, J distinct points of CP1. Let pu : U —> X C ^~l(J) x 
7r~"1(J) be the evaluation map, s —► («(/), S(J))- Then there exist a 
closed subspace X C X, obtained as a union of some of irreductible 
components of X, and an open neighbourhood V C Sec of 5 G Sec, 
such that pu is an open embedding of V to X. 

10.2. Stable bundles over hyperkahler manifolds. 

Let M be a compact hyperkahler manifold, / an induced complex struc- 
ture and B a stable holomorphic bundle over (M, /), such that the first two 
Chern classes ci(5), C2(B) are S'C/(2)-invariant, with respect to the natural 
action of the group SU{2) on the cohomology of M (Lemma 3.3). 

Recall that SU{2) acts on the space of differential forms on M. This 
allows us to speak of 5C/(2)-invariant differential forms, for instance of con- 
nections with S'[/(2)-invariant curvature. In [VI], the following theorem was 
proven. 

Theorem 10.2. There exist a unique Hermitian connection V on B such 
that its curvature © is SU'(2) -invariant. Conversely, if such a connection 
exists on a holomorphic bundle B over (M,/); then B is a direct sum of 
stable bundles with SU(2)-invariant Chern classes. D 

We show that the moduli space Def (B) of deformations of B is hyper- 
complex. Consider the twistor space Tw of M, and a standard real analytic 
map a : Tw —► M. Let cr*B be the pullback of B equipped with the con- 
nection which is trivial along the fibers of a. Due to the standard properties 
of the twistor transform ([KV], Section 5) it is clear that cr*B is holomorphic. 
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Restricting a*B to the fibers of TT : Tw —►CP1, we obtain holomorphic 
bundles Bj on TT"^ J) = (Af, J). By Theorem 10.2, Bj is stable. Let Tw be 
the moduli space of sheaves of type i^F, where iJ : (M, J) = /^~1(J) ^ Tw 
is the natural embedding, and F a stable holomorphic bundle which is a de- 
formation of Bj (i. e. belongs in the same deformation class). Then Tw is 
equipped with a holomorphic fibration TT : Tw —► CP1, i^F —> J. Map- 
ping F to L*F, we obtain an antilinear involution t of Tw. The operation 
(P, J) —► Bj gives an ^-invariant section of TT, parametrized by Def(P). 
To show that thus obtained quadruple (Tw, TT, £, Def(P)) is hypercomplex, 
it suffices to prove the condition (ii) of (7.2). Equivalently, we may prove 
(ii') of Definition 7.7. On the other hand, Proposition 2.19 of [KV] implies 
(ii7). This gives another proof that the space of stable deformations of B is 
hypercomplex, in addition to that given in [VI]. 

10.3. Quotients of hypercomplex varieties by 
an action of a finite group. 

Let M be a hypercomplex variety and G a finite group acting on M, 
generically free. Assume that G preserves the hypercomplex structure, and 
acts freely outside of nonempty finite set of fixed points, denoted by F. 

Clearly, ( M\{r} \/G has a natural structure of a hypercomplex variety. 

Proposition 10.3.  The hypercomplex structure on 

M\{T}]/GcM/G 

cannot be extended to M/G. 

Proof. Consider the space Tw /G fibered over CP1, with corresponding ac- 
tion of L. Then Hor /G gives an open subset in the space of ^-invariant sec- 
tions of TT : Tw/G —> CP1. Let p : M —► M/G, p : Tw —► Tw/G be 
the natural quotient maps. If the hypercomplex structure on M\{r}/G C 
M/G were extendable to M/G, the space of horisontal sections would have 
been p(Hor). Applying Theorem 9.1, we obtain the following assertion. 

Claim 10.4. The hypercomplex structure on M\{r} can be extended to 
M/G if an only if for all s : CP1 —> Tw/G, s 6 p(Hor); the conormal 
sheaf ofims in Tw/G is ©0(—1). □ 
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Let 5 G Hor be a horisontal twistor line in Tw which passes through fixed 
point of G-action. Consider its formal neighbourhood in Tw. Let O(s) be 
the corresponding complete ring over CP1 and 0(s)gr be the associated 
graded ring. Then the ring 0(s)gr is isomorphic to ®S*(0(—l))/D, where 
I? is a graded ideal lying in 

oo 

©s*(0(-i)) 
k=2 

Let 0{s)gr C 0{s)gr be the sheaf of G-invariant sections of ©5*(C?(-1))/Z>. 
Clearly, 0(s)gT is the graded ring of the formal neighbourhood of s C Tw /G. 
Since x is an isolated fixed point of G action, the group acts on the Zariski 
tangent space TXM without invariants. Therefore, 0(s)gr lies in 

oo 

@Sk(0{-l))/D c ©S*(0(-1))/I> = 0{s)gr. 
k=2 

Thus, the conormal sheaf of 0(s)gr is isomorphic to C7(ii)©C?(22)©..., where 
ii,...,ifc < —2. Therefore, M/G cannot be hypercomplex. Proposition 10.3 
is proven. □ 
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